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Upon a propel' arrangement, putting the bull's.eye and the 
instrument nearly in a line with the sun's azimuth, a superb 
representation of the double "tar, Castor, is seen, the faiuter 
star being that caused by internal reflection. Intensely 
black diffraction rings round each, and several fainter ones, 
fewer as the quality of instrument:1tion is raised. Perfect 
roundness can only be attained by exact coincidence of the 
optical axes of the system. Very slight obliquity (even half 
a degree) canses the rings to overlap and bulge on one side. 
Much obliquity gives rise to glorious curves of tire three 
orders of the conic sectio!ls, of wondrous beauty and preci
sion in effulgent colors. 

Mercurial globules near the microscope exhibit very deli
cate and complex forms when similarly miniatured, as 
minute solar disks, in sunligh t. 

Experiment,--An optician's gauge comprising half a dozen 
lenses of standa,rd foci )" to 1-6Uth, lying in the snnsbine, 
Illiniatured st:u'-disks by reflection (see 1 in figure), Inferior 
objective llZ' inch examined with fine power of 1,000 Two 
brilliant erilllS[)1l disks in contact expanding within focus to 
an oval ring of deep crimson beads. 

Ecpairnent,-If the ima ge of the sun be received on wbite 
paper from a small lens placed at varions degrees of obli
quity peculiarly beautiful forms are seen fringed with color. 
\VlJen the lens is sufficiently minule these spectra exhibit to 
the microscope exquisitely arranged curves in jet-black 
lines; circular elliptic parabolic and hyperbolic, "'ith inex
haust.ible variety, according to the focal plane of vision amI 
obJiq uity. Heliostatic star-disks most successfully exhibit 
these uniqne phenomena, The superiority of these pheno
mena tn anything telescopic of the snrt is insured by the ab
senee of atmospheric disturbance within so short a distance. 
Thl'Y are all under instantaneons control. 

The limits of human vision among so many bright puints 
are patent enough. So long as there is bright sunsbine 
every glittering point obscures, I might say utterly effaceil, 
the finer trareries of detail. A pa'sing clond,· however, 
bring'! them all out with astonisbi!lg fidelity, Brilliant dif
fraction is thus demonstrated to be incompatible with exact 
portraiture, The limit is reached in brilliant sunshine by 
the diffraction disks oblitemting the very objects which PI'O' 
duce Ihem. This limit is well measnred by the diameter of 
the smaller disks seen in contact, which in white compollnd 
light generally appeal's by micrometric lIleasnrement to be 
between the 1-8LJ,000th and 120,000lh of an inch in the mi
crnscopic field. 

We need not he snrprised at this variation: the undulatory 
theory of light gives one size only. Yet, as the spurious 
disk by theory it) shadpd off graduaUy inlo the first intensely 
black first ring, fainter stars telescopically show smaller 
disks, 

But while a close row of spurious disks are seen to 
coalesce and oblitemle themselves if too close, and become 
continuous as a thick I Llminous line-the necessary effect of 
brkht diffJ'ilctions-duller objects devoid of briiliance are 
seen of amazing minuteness of tracery. 

constructed that, with a consumption of 9 to 10 liters of I Pasteur Las discovered a safeguard against this plague, He 
water, it aspirates about 15 to 20 liters of air per minute, inoculates animals with the splenic virus artificially pre· 
and if it is connected with a reservoir of proper size, there! pared, or, to use his own phrase, "cultivated," He has 
will be obtained a blast of compressed air, which, when! found that by allowing certain intervals of time to elapse be
issuing from a jet of 2 mm, in diameter, and with a water· tween the impregnation of the ., virus·cultures" he can re&,u
pressure of 2 to 3 atmospheres, equals a column of mercury late the strength of the poison, he can attenuate it till, 
of 22 cm. , and therefore is sufficiently strong to supply a instead of producing death, it acts, like the vaccine lymph 
large blast-lamp. among mankind, as a prophylactic against death. In his 

The complete apparatus consists, in general, of two main address before the International Medieal Congress, on 
portions; namely, the pump, B, and the reservoir, A. The August 8, Professor Pasteur says: "I was asked to give a 
pump itself consists of th ree pieces, B, c, d, adjustable by public demonstration of the ref;ults obtained. Fifty sheep 
screws, of which the upper part, B, contains the upper cone were placed at my disposition, of which twenty-five were 
of the water-jd, and also the lateral tube, b, for conveying vaccinated, A fortnight afterward the fifty sheep were 
the aspirated air. B is connccte,j with the stuffing-box, c, inoculated with the most virulent anthracoid microbe. The 
which may be screwed higher and lower, and in which the t.wenty-five vaccinated sheep resisted the infection, the 
tube, d, containing the lower cone, is likewise adjustahle by twenty ·five unvaccinated died of splenic fever within fifty 
screw-thread. The pump is screwed, by means of the nut, hours. Since t.hat time my energies have been taxed to 
e, centrally upon the top of the reservoir, A, while its upper meet the demands of farmers for supplies of thi� vaccine," 
end is connected by means of a rubher·tube, a a, with the 

I 
The Professor added : "May we not here be in presence of 

water-supply (h represents a style of water·valve). Near It general law applicable to all kinds of virus?" Speaking 
"'If of theo;e dj,;coveries Professor Huxley says: "They fully 
I.. I, I.mlance the ransom of £:>OO,OOO,r:OO paid by France to 

� Germanv after the war of 1870-71 . " 
�r\'iw In SCmr-iTIFIC A�IRRICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 300, 
II Oct. 1, 18::<1, we gflve in extenso a vcry remarkable address, �!l«; recently dclivered by P rofessor Pasteur before tbe Inter-

, 
national l\Iedica � conj:('rc

. 
ss, in which some of his wonderful 

I /J diFcoveries are outlined. 0111' portrai t, for which we are in-
'1 deb ted to the Graphic, is from a photograph by E. Ladrey, =� °L( Gl Bo ulcl'ard des Italiens , Paris. 
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3d I d:�el ' ON 'l'HE nISCOVERIE�-�;-;��-;AST HALF-CEN· 

I I 
TURY HELA TING TO ANIMAL MOTION. * 

By J. BURDON-SANDEIlSON, M.D .. LL,D" F, R.S., Profes-

.'ll' f 

SOl' of Physiology in University College, London. 
THE two great branches of biology with which we con

cern ourselves ill this section, animal morphology and 
I physiology, are Inost intimately related to each other. This I ' .� arises from their I lin' in&: one subject of study- the living 

W-}-�':'"lt, .I"". 
-

, '""" animal organism. The (I i ffel' P uce between them lies in this, r that whcreas the studies of the anatomist lead him to fix his 
a1 tClltion on the organism it.self, to us physiologists it, and 
the organs of which it is IWlde'up, serve only as vestigia, by 
means of which we investigate the vital processes of whieh 
they are alike the causes and consequences. MUENCKE'S SUCTION AND PHEi::lSUHE 

APPAHATlil::l. 
I To illustrnte this I will first ask yon to ima�ine for a 

moment that you Imve bpfon� you one of those melanclroly 
remainders of whllt was once an ani mal-to wit, a rabbit

the edge of the top of the reservoir is a ftllleet amI nipple, which one sees exposed in the shops of poulterers. VVe 
through which the compres'Sed air escapes, alld the water have no hesitation ill recognizing that remainder as being in 
flows off below at K. I a certain sense a rabbit; but it is a vcry miserable vestige of 

When using the apparatus, the joint, d, is lit first screwt'd what was a few da.\'; ago enjoying life in some wood or 
as far as possible into the piece, B. Next the faucet at fl warren, or more likel,I' on the sand-hills nun' O,'tend, We 
is closed, the outlet at k opened , an(1 tbe water turoel1 oll : may call it fl rahbit if \\'e like, but it is only a remainder
at h. The joint, d, together with the reservoir with whklJ !lot the thing itself. 
it mnst be connected perfectly tight, is then gradnally The anntomical preparation which I have in imagination 

E.ramlJle.-Tlrl' l'IIn!!s or l'Oundsof a ladder resting against screwed downward, until a vacuum-gauge, connected with placed before you, although it has lost its inside and its ont-a house half a m'll' off were distinctly seen when miniatured b . 
d' t h ' f h ' If I t" d " d '  'II I f d 1 1 OUO 001 f II ' . " . I ' ,Ill Ica es t e maXlIllllll1 0 ex anstlOll. t Ie connec lon , 81 e, Its IIItegument an its Viscera, Stl retains t I e  parts or o�'n to - ,  ,0 1.1 D lell �ctual SIZ�, 1. .e., conSH elably at b be now reml>ved (tilat h, if ail' be freely admitted) tile, which tll(� rest ('xisted, The final cause of an animal, le�s than 1 -1,009,000t�

"
of all I?ch. TllI� , te�t was �ccon�· faucet at g be opened, and the outlet at k he regulated ,I> whether human or other, is muscular action, bepl!sl!ed by an ynmeblOn, 1-32d by �Clbelt, whICh dl-, that the water will flow off unmixed with air, and that it cause it b by means of its muscles that it main�IOlshes an obJect 30,0�0 lllche� away �u't

,
abo�t l.?OO.OOO I' will maintain a constant level in the reservoir-there will tains its external relations, It is by our muscles times. The b�ne of mJ,� ute mICroscopIc , le,eatC�1 IS tl,IlIS! be ohtained a blast of air equal to about 22 cm. of mercm)" . exclusively that we act on each o llrer. The articse�n to es,entmlly con�lst of a combmatlOn of dllfractlOn i as stated above, In ordt'!' to prevent a projection of water' ulate sounds hy which I am addressing you are but with tile haze of a?erratl On: , , 

h 
. . . ! from the tube, b, at the time of setting the apparatus at' the results of complicated combinations of mnscular con-

A I: ue glass eVldentl:y d�mmls . es the dlffla�tl On pheno- rest, it is necessary to turn ()ff the water-supply at h very. tractIOns-and so are the scarcely !Ippreciable changes in me
,?

a , . so �o ne'!tral
t 

tl
,�

h , Th!s exact�y talhes WIth the gradually . I your coun tenances by which I am able to judge how much, shl m�l!;;!!,' 0
T
1Funous e ,�C?PIC dl�ks durmg haze an.l s�y- When usin�' the apparatu� u; an aspimtor, it is absolutely

. 
or how little, what I am saying' interests you . cloud Ill.'" �se f!lcts �olc!bly POlllt out the great adv, ll,!- necessary to keep the fancet. g, closed, and to alwa,vs turn' Conseqnently the main problems of physiology relate to tages �,f observmg IU mild ltght. In f�rt�er support lIf ,tlns off the connection between tlie ]Jump and tile rarefied vessel, muscular action, or, as I have called it, animal motion, 

th� wl lte,� h'ts, thu�lffec��d sev�ral vel� d}fficult re�olntlO�R before shutting off the walel ·. They may he divided into two-namely (1), in what does -;-lU the .ultlm� llll,e of .
m�cr?s?opI� lll�es:lg'lt.lOn glale The price of the apparatns as 8hoWII in the cut is 27'50 1l1llSCUlal' action consist-that is, whnt is the process of IS the prohfic . palent of man}, Llll,]CIOUS I�tl rp! etatlO�s. 

. lIi,al'k�>' provided with add itionul fi tling,s, such as vacnum- which it is tbe ('fIeel or outcome ? and (2), how are the motions These .studles h,av� encoUla.gecL t�e.wt'lte� 0, ?ontlllne ,], gau�'e, pres'iurc-gauge, etc., the prices are 30,40,42'50, and of our bodies co onlinated or reguinted? It is unnecessary re:earch J
,
�to t�e h[�llts ,of ImlU!L1l: Il!IC}OSC?gIC VISI?�. , It� the 157'50 marks. There is also a more simple kind, only in. to occupy time ill showing that, excluding those higher in-ca,.e of bIlgb,t 11iumlll�tl O�s the hnllt IS eVI ently l e:lcllC.�1 at tended for a blast, which costs 10 and 11 marks. telleeillal procl's,es whicli, as they leave Iln traceable marks ?nce. 1\ mlll�te �efl actlllg spherule thus �orn�s ,I bl�ght r 

::.:...__ _ _ .•. __ behind them, arc beyond the reach of our methods of inves-t?cal p.omt w�lI�h Itsel� �xceeds by exp�nslOn ,�n�o a 
,
spu- i tigation , these two qnestions comprise all others concerning nous dls�� th� �lamctel ?f �h; sJ,:herule P!OdnCIO", It .

. 
I? )':� I PROFESSOH LOUIS PASTEUR. animal motion, I will, therefore, proceed at once to the first to � certal S!zu � focal Ima�e h dlscerUl�le. A velY Illtel- I' PROFESSOR PASTEUR was horn at Dole, in tbe JUnt, in of them-that of the process of JIluscular contraction. estlI�g .  study IS given by the s,olar star-disks presented by 1i<22, and w,'" ec1ucuted nt the Royal College at Besancon. The yeaI'I' which immediatelv followed the oriO'in of the recelv��g the rays from tbe hehostat, after pass lIIg thron.gh a He was afterwards l'rofe,;sor o f Chemistry snccessi vely a t  Britil'h Association exceeded' allY earlier period o f  equal bc,e�!e s eye pL\ce� on the field of vIew on �he stage ot the length in the number and importance of the new facts in m!c��sc�pe. , Un

,
tJ! the sun shone th: wllld()w

f,.
'�pp

,
�ared ; morphology Hnd in physiology which were brought to light ; 1,nIOl,ltlll cd III each eye . .  It seetps CurIOU. S to ill ,IHUle the , for it was duriu!!,' that period that Johannes MUller, Schwflnn, tOCt�� length. By !lleasu��i1 the �ma.ges tlus w

o
�s .f0.un,d to b� Hcnle, allll, in this count.ry, Sharpey, Bowman, and Marshall l-.t" Od�,h 

v
�f. an

* 
lIlcb, blVlllg ,�nol mous ma,;ilIfica:l On fo� iIall, accomplishcll their productive labors, But �t was in-�,I dln,lI Y ISlOn. The solar dick, however, appealed spu trodnctory to a milch greater epoch. It would give you a lIollsly enlarged. . , tmc idea of the lIature of the "'reat advance which took , )I�re wo��erful dtffrnctlon-I?henomena �r� dcyel��ed by place about the middle of this ce�ltury if I were to define it �:liffele,nt tl e .lt�ent. A half I�ch conde

,
nsel-obJect�\ e was as the epoch or the death of " vitalism," Eefore that time, i'lbe,rtLd ?etween the c,oleoptel DUS e�cs, ,\n� the hellOstat-:- even the greate..;t. biologist-e. ,q., J, Mll1ler-recognized that behm� 01 b:yo�d the St .I��. 'rhe solal disks de�eloped tl

,
l�n the knowledge they possessed both of vital Hnd �hYkical appc.ll e� sevel ely beau.t.lt nl. No suc,h wondel fully SiMI p phenomena was insufficiellt to refer both to a common blu8k t'ln�s a�'e even vI

,
ewed tel?scoplcally. These pheno- measure, The method, therefore, was to stndy the PJ'(lCCSS 

mena are III 01 del' of foc,11 classes , of life in relation to each other only. Since that time it 1mI' 
1. Intensely hlack trnly formed ring'S. become fundamental in our science not to regard any vital 
2. Hexagon:!1 black patterns on a brilliant ground, process as understood at all, unless it can be brought into 
3. Three snch hexagonal rings to each eye·facet. I relation with physical standards, and the methods of physi-
4. Five snch finished ofl' witl! extremely rich Scotch plaid 

I 
olo!!:y have been based exclusively on this principle. Let us 

patterns, highly colored. iuqnire for fl moment what caW5es have conduced to the 
G, W, ROYSTON-PIGOTT. change. 

-------.-c:: _� . . _-=:: The most dncient canse was the progress which had been 
made in physics and chemistry, and particularly those in
vestigal iOllS which led to the establh,hment of the doctrine 
of the conservation of energy. In the applieatioll of this 
great principle to physiology, the men to whom we are in-

NEW SUCTION AND PRESSURE APPARATUS. 

By DR. HOBERT MUENCKE, of Berlin. 

b the mixtu re of water and ail', which flows from the, debted are, first and foremost, J. It Mayer, of wllOm I shall 
ordinary water-jet pumps (" rapid filters ") in laboratnries, ' say more immediately ; and secollc1ly, to the great physiolo-
is caught in a l'es;!l'voir of such con�tl'Uctio!l that the air gists still living and working alllon,!!: UH, who were the pupils 
may ('.'5cape above, and the water below, it will be found of J. MUller-viz., Helmholtz, Ludwig, Du Bois Heymond, 
that the air will be expellt'd with more or less energy, in and Briicke. 
(Jroportioll to the quanl,i;y of air carried down and to the As regards the snbject which i, first to occupy our at ten-
shape and cOllstruction of the cylinder in which the mixture PHOFESSOR LOUIS PASTEUR tion, that of the proces8 of muscular contraction, J, R. 
of air and water are allowed to separate. If the pnmp is so Mayer occupies so leading a position that a large proportion --------- of the researchl's which have been done since tile new era, * Their focal length wa. measured by selecting a well defined object, D" d Stl·a"s ' · ul'!!. I d h' I I . ' bl' I' b as a red b ick hoa-e, carefully mea"uri"g micrometically a g ven part IJon an " u u n 1857 lie was rna e director of w Ich Ie har so Important a share III esta IS ling, may e 
of it. and then mea.uring ,n image of the same thing in a known lens. Scienti fic Studies at the H i gher Normal School in Paris, 'lUd rightly considered as the working out of principles enuLci· 

If d be the di,tance of the object from its image, m the size of its since 1868 he has been Director of the Chemical and ated in his treatiset on the relation between organic motioo miniature, M the size of the object, L d E l _ Physiological aboratory attache to the fcole des l1aute8 I and exchange of material. The most important of these 
• t f t f f 

-
. 
d >: m -+- M. Etudes in that city. He has won innnmerable prizes, and i� were, as expre,sed in Ir is own words: (1) "That t he chemical 

w:. c�i!-��ll1�� ino��up'h.frT':;.\�.tif1:�e f���J l���if 'msg';:!!. I:�: : a fello� of var.ious sei�ntifi� bodies, ;Ja;ive ,and foreign, but force c�ntained in the inges l �d food ane! in t.'le i nlmled 
d,stance beiween o'decl and image, d, .nd if m be c'mider able lour clnef bURllless With 111m here IS III hIS character as an oxygen IS the source of the lIlotlOn and heat winch are tbe 

d 
' 

I animal vaccinator. As Sir James Paget remarked, he has 
f= _

d
_, more accurately = 1 I done for the lower auimals tllat which Jenner had already 

m+2 m+-+2. done for the human race. In France there die every year 
m by splenic fever (oTtarbon) animals worth £800,000 . Professor 

© 1881 SCtENTtFtC AMERtCtAN, tNC 

* Opening address in the Department of .Anatomy and Physiology, 
British .Aesociation, 1881, York. 

t J_ R. Mayer, « Die organische Bewegung in ihrem ZllBammenhange 
mit dem Stoffwechsel: ein Beitrag zur Naturkundc," Heilbronn, 1845. 
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two products of animal life; and (2) that these products vary ask your attention for a moment t o  the discoveries made reconverted into heat, the result gives you the total product 
in amount with the chemical process which produces them." since Mayer's epoch, concerning a closely related subject, of the oxidation process in heat. 
Whatever may be the claims of Mayer to be regarded as a that of the process of respiration. If you repeat the same experiment in such a way that the 
great discoverer in physics, there can be no doubt that as a I wish that I had time to go back to the great discovery work done in each contraction is not so reconverted, the re
physiologist he deserves the highest place that we can give of Priestley (1776). that the essential facts in the process of' suit is less by the quantity of heat corresponding to the 
him, for at a time when the notion of the correlation of respiration are the givin� off of fixed air, as he called it, and work done. The results of these two experiments have 
different modes of motion was as Jet very unfamiliar to the the taking in of dephloglsticated air, and to relate to JOu the been found by Prof. Fick to cover each other very exactly. 
physicist, he boldly applied it to the phenomena of animal beautiful experiments by which he proved it; and then to. I have stated them in a table* in which we have the realiza
life, and thus reunited physiology with natural p hilosophy, pass on to Lavoisier (1777), who, on the other side of the I tion as regards a single muscle of the following forecast of 
from which it had been rightl,Y, because unavoidably, Channel, made independently what was substantially the: Mayer's as regards the whole animal organism. "Convert 
severed by the vitalists of an earher period. same discovery a little after Priestley, and added others of into heat," he said, "by friction or otherwise, the mechani-

Let me first endeavor shortly to explain how Mayer him- even greater moment. According to Lavoisier, the chemi-I cal product yielded by an animal in a given time, add thereto 
self applied the principle just enunciated, and then how it cal process of respiration is a slow combustion which has its I the heat produced in the body directly during the same 
has been developed experimentally since his time. I seat in the lungs. At the time that Mayer wrote, this dOC- I period, and you will have the total quantity of heat which 

The fundamental notion is this: the animal body resem- trine still maintained its ascendency, although the investiga- corresponds to the chemical procebses.' We have seen that 
bles, as regards the wl)rk it does and the heat it produces, a tions of Map-nus (1838) had already proved its falhwy .. this is realizable as regards muscle, but it is rIOt even yet 
steam-engine, in which fuel is continually being used on the Mayer himself knew that the blood possessed the property· within reach of experimental verification as regards the 
one hand, and work is being done and heat produced on the of conveying oxygen from the lungs to the capillaries, and whole animal. 
other. The using of fuel is the chemical process, which in of conveying carbe-nic acid gas from the capillaries to the I now proceed abruptly (for the time at our disposal does 
the animal body, a� in the steam-engine, is a process of lungs, which was sufficient to exclude the doctrine of Lavoi- not admit of our spf'nding it on tranSitions) to the cousidera
oxidation. Heat and work are the usefnl products, for, as, sier. Our present knowledge of the subject was attained by tion of the other great question concerning vital motion, 
in the higher animals, the body can only work at a constant two methods-viz., first, the investigation of the properties namely, the question how the actions of the muscles of an 
temperature of about 1000 F., heat lIlay be so regarded. of the colorin� matter of the blood, since called "h::emo- animal are so regulated and so ordinated as to determine the 

Having previously determined the heat and work severally glohin," the imtial step in which was made by Prof. Stokes combined movements, whether rhythmical or voluntary, of 
producible by the combustion of a given weight of cal'bon, in 1862; and secondly, the application of the mercurial air- the whole body. 
from his own experiments and from those of earlier physi- pump as a means of determining the relations of oxygen As every one knows who has read the" Lay Sermons," 
cists, Mayer calculated that if the oxidation of carbon is and carbonic acid gas to the livin.g blood and tissues. The last the nature aud meaning of these often unintentional, but 
assumed to represent approximately the oxidation process of I is a matter of such importance III relation to our subject that always adapted motions. which constitnte 80 large a part of 
the body, the quantity of carbon actually burnt in a day is, I shall ask your spech,l attention to it. Suppose that I have our hodily activity, was understood by Descartes early in 
far more than sufficient to account for the day's work, and a barometer of which the tube, instead of being of the ordi- the seventeenth century. Without saying anything as to his 
that of the material expended in the body not more than nary form, is expanued at the top into a large bulb of one direct influence on his contemporaries and successors, there 
one-fifth was used in the doing of work, the remaining four- or two liters capacity, and that, by means of some suitable can be no doubt that the appearance of Descartes was cnin
fifths being partly used, partly wasted in heat production. contrivance, I am ahle to introduce, in such a way as to lo:'e cillent with a great epoch-an epoch of great men and 

Having thus shown that the principles of the correlation no time and to preclude the possibility of contact with air, great achievements in the acquirement of man's intellectual 
of process and product hold good, as far as its truth could a fluid ounce of blood from the artery of a living animal mastery over nature. When he interpreted the unconscious 
then be tested, as regards the whole organism, Mayer pro- int() the vacuous space-what would happen? In stantly the clobing of the eyelids on the approach of external objects, 
ceeded to inquire into its applicability to the particular quantity of blood would be converted into froth, which the acts of coughing, sneezing, and the like as mechanical 
organ whose function it is "to transform chemical differ- would occupy the whole of the large bulb. The color of and reflected processes, he nei ther knew in what part of the 
ence into mechanical effect "-namely, mu�c1e. Although, the froth would at first be scarlet, but would speedily change nervous system the mechanisms concerned were situated, 
he said, a muscle acts under the direction of the will, it does to crimson. It would soon subside, and we should then nor how they acted? It was not until a hundred years after 
not derive its power of motion from the will any more than have the cavity which was before vacuous occupied by the that Whytt and Hales made the fundamental experiments on 
a steamhoat der ives its power of motion from the helmsman. blood and its gases-namely, the oxygen, carbonic acid gas, beheaded frogs, by which they showed that the involuntary 
Again (and this was of more importance, as being more and nitrogen previously contained in it. And if we had the motions which such preparations execute cease when the 
directly opposed to the prevalent vitalism), a muscle, like means (which actually exist in the gas-pump) of separating whole of the spinal cord is destroyed-that if the back part 
the steamboat, uses in the doing of work, not the material thp. gaseous mixture from the liquid, and of renewing the of the cord is destroyed, the motions of the hind limbs, if 
of its own structure or mechanism, but the fuel-i. e., the vacuum, we should be able to determine (1) the total quantity: the fore part, those of the fore limbs, cease. It was in 1751 
nutriment-which it derives directly from the blood which of gases which the blood yields, and (2), by analysis, the that Dr. Whytt published in Edinburgh his work on the in
flows through its capillaries. "The musc!e is the instru- proportion of each gas. voluntary motions of animals. After this the next ,!!'reat 
ment by which the trarmformation of force is accomplished, Now, with reference to the blood, by the applica- step was made within the recollection of living physiolo
not the material whicl! i� itself transformed." This princi- tion of the" blood-pump," as it is called, we have learnt a gists: II period to which, as it coincided with the event which 
pIe he exemplified in several ways, showing that if the great many facts relating to the nature of respiration, par- we are now commemorating-the origin of the British Asso
muscle of our bodies worked, as was formerly supposed, at ticularly that the difference of venous from arterial ciatlOn-I will now ask your special attention. 
the expense of their olVn substance, their whole material blood depends not on the presence of "effete matter," as Exactly forty-nine years ago Dr. Marshall Hall communi
would be used up in a few weeks, and that in the case of used to be thought, but on the less amount of oxygen held cated to the Zoological Society of London the first account 
the heart, a muscle wl!ich works at a much greater rate than by its coloring matter, and that the blood whicb flows back of his experiments on the reflex function of the spinal cord. 
any other, it would be expended in as many days-a result to the heart from different organs, and at different times, The facts which he had observed, and the conclusions he 
which necessarily involved the absurd hypothesis that the differs in the amount of oxygen and of carhonic acid gas it drew from them, were entirely new to him, and entirely 
muscular fibers of our hearts are so frequently disintegrated yields, according to the activity of the chemical processes new to the physiologists to whom his communication was 
and reintegrated that we get new hearts once a week. which have their seat in the living tissues from which it addressed. Nor can there he any reason why the anticipa-

On such considerations .!\'Iayer founded the prevision, that, flows. * But this is not all that the blood-pump has done for tion of his fundamental discovery by Dr. Whytt should be 
as soon as experimental methods should become liUfficien tly us. By applying it not merely to the blood, but to the tis- held to diminish his merits as an original investigator. In 
perfect, to render it possible to determine with precision the sues, we have learnt that the doctrine of Lavoisier was wrong, the face of historical fact it is impossible to regard him as 
limits of the chemical process either in the whole animal body not merely as regards the place, but as regards the nature of the discoverer of the" refiex function of the spinal cord," 
or in a single muscle during a giveu period, and to measure the the essential process in respiration, The fundamental fact but we do not the less owe him gratitude for the application 
production of heat and the work done during the same which is thus brought to light is this, that although living he made of the knowledge he had gained by experiments on 
period, the result would sbow a quantitative correlation tissues are constantly and freely supplied with oxygen, and animals to the study of disease. For no one who is ac
between them. are in fact constantly tearing it from the hremoglobin which quainted with the development of the branch of practical 

If the time at our disposal permiLted, I should like to sive holds it, yet they themselves yield no oxygen to the vacuum_ medicine which relates to the diseases of the central nervous 
a short account of the succession of laborious investigatiOns In other words, the oxygen which living protoplasm seizes system will hesitate in attributing the rapid progress which 
by which these previsions have been verified. Begun by upon with such ener�y that the blood which flows by it is has been made in the diagnosis and treatment of these dis
Bidder and Schmidt in 1851, * continued by Pettenkofer and compelled to yield It up, becomes so entirely part of the eases to the im pulse given by Dr. Marshall Hall to the study 
Voit, and by the agricultural physiologistsj: with reference living material itself that it cannot be separated even by the of nervous pathology. 
to herbiv()l'a, they are not yet by any means completed. I vacuum, It is in this way only that we can understand the In the mind of Dr_ Marshall Hall the word reflex had II 
must content myself with saying that by these experiments seeming paradox that the oxygen, which is conveyed in very restricted meaning. The term "excito-motory func
the first alld second parts of this great subject-namely, the abundance to every recessof our bodies by the blood stream, tion," which he also used, stood in his mind for a group of 
limits of the chemical process of animal life aud its rela- is nowhere to be found. Notwithstanding that no oxida- phenomena of which it was the sole characteristic that a 
tion to animal motion under different conditions-have been 'I tion-product is formed, it becomes latent in every bit of liv- sensory impression produced a motor response. During the 
satisfactorily worked out, but that the quantitative relations ing protoplasm; stored up in quantity proportional to its thirty years which have elapsed since his death, the devel
of heat production are as yet cnly insufficiently determined. ! potential activity-i. e., to the work, internal or external, it, opment of meaning of the word reflex has been co m para· 

Let me sum up in as few words as possible how far what has to do. I ble to that of a plant from a seed. The original conception 
we have now learnt by experiment jmtifies Mayer's antici· Thus you see that the rrocess of tissue respiration-in, of reflex action has undergone not only expansion, but also 
patiolls, and how it falls short of or exceeds them. First of other words, the relation 0 living protoplasm to oxygen-is I modification, so that in its wider sense it may be regarded 
all, we are as certain flS of any physical fact that the animal very different from what Mayer, who localized oxidation in as the empirical development of the philosophical views of 
body in doing work does not use its own material-that, as the capillaries, believed it to be. And this difference has a the animal mechanism promulgated by Descartes. Not that 
Mayer says, the oil to his lamp of life is food; but in good deal to do with the relation of process to product in the work of the past thirty Jears by which the physiology 
addition to this we know what be was unaware of, that what muscle_ Let us now revert to the experiments on this sub- of the nervous system has been constituted can be attributed 
is used is not only not the living protoplasm itself, but is a ject which we are to take as exemplification of the truth of for a moment to the direct influence of Descartes. The real 
kind of material which widely differs from it in chemica] Mayer's forecasts. epoch-maker here was Johannes Muller. There can be no 
properties. In what may be called commercial physiology The living muscle of a frog is placed in a closed chamber doubt that Descartes' physiological speCUlations were well 
-i. e., in the literature of trade puffs-one still meets with the whieh is vacuous-i. e., contains only aqueous vapor. The known to him, and that his large acquaintance wit.h the 
assumption that the material basis of muscular motion is nitro- chamber is so arranged that the muscle can be made to con- thought and work of his predecessors conduced, with his 
genous; but by many methods of proof it has been shown tract as often as necessary. At the end of a certain period own powers of observation, to make him the great man that 
that the true "Oel in der Flamme des Lebens " is not pro- it is found that the chamber now contains carbonic acid gas he was; but to imagine that his ideas of the mechanism of 
teid substance, but sugar, or sugar-producin g material. in quantity corresponding to the number of contractions the the nervous system were inspired, or the investigations by 
The discovery of this fundamental truth we owe first to muscle has performed. The water which it has also given which, contemporaneously with Dr. Marshall Hall, he de
Bernard (1850-56), who brought to light the fact that such off cannot of course be estimated. Where do these two monstrated the fundamental facts of reflex action, were sug
material plays an important part in the nutrition of every products come from? The answer is plain. The muscle has gp.sted by tl!e animal automatism of Descartes, seems to me 
Ii ving tissue; secondly, to Voit (18B6), who in elaborate ex- been living all the time, for it hilS beeu doing work, and (as wholly improbable. 
periments on carnivorous animals, during periods of rest we shall see immediately) producing heat. What has it I propose, by way of conclusion, to attempt to illustrate 
and exertion, showed that, in comparing those conditions, been living on? Evidently on stored material. If so, of the nature of refiex action in the larger sense, or, as I 
no relatioll whatever bhows itself between the quantity of what nature? If we look for the answer to the muscle, we should prefer to call it, the automatic action of centers, 
proteid material (flesh) consumed, and the amount of work shall find that it contains both proteid and sugar-producing by a single example-that of the nervous mechanism by 
done; and finally to Frankland, Fick, and his associate, Wis- , material, but which is expended in contraction we are not which the circulation is regulated. 
licenus, as to the w ork-yielding value of different constitu- I informed. There is, however, a way out of the difficulty_ -----------------
ents of food, and as to the actual expenditure of material We have seen that the only chemical products which are * RELATION OF PRODUCT AND PROCESS IN MUSCLE. 

in man during severe exertion. The subjects of experiment given off during contraction are carbonic acid gas and water. (Result of one of Fick's experiments.) 

used by tbe two last-mentioned physiologists were themselves; It is clear, therefore, that the material on which it feeds Mechanical product . . .. . ... ... - ..... ... 6670'0 grammemillimeters. 

h k d h . f I l k b h' h' h . Id h 'd' d h It.heat-value. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . _ .  15·6milligrammeunits. t e wor one was t e mountam ascent rom nter a en to must e somet mg w IC y18 S, W en OXI rze , t ese pro- Heat produced . . ... . . . .. _ . .  _ . ... .... . .. 39-0 .. 

the summit of the Faulhorn; the result was to prove that the ducts, and these only. The materials which are stored in Total product reckoned as heat. ......... _ 54'6 

quantity of material used was proportional to the work d one, muscle are oxygen and sugar, or something resembling it in t Descartes' scheme of the central nervous mechanism comprised all and that that material was such as to yield water and car- chemical composition. the parts which we now regard as essential to : . reflex action." Sensory 
bonic acid exclusively. And now we come to the last point I have to brin� before nerves were represe!'te1

. 
by thre��s (1IIets), wh!ch connected all parts of 

. . . . . .  . .  . I I the body to the bram ( (<Euvres, par V. COUEm. vol IV_ p. 359); motor The mvestlgator;; to whom I have Just referred aimed at you III connectIOn wIth thiS part of my subJect. ave as- nerves bi" tubes which exrended from the brain to the mu[cles' .. motor proving the correlation of process and product for the whole �umed up to this moment that heat is always produced when I cente�s' by" �ores" which were arranged on the internal surf�ce of the 

allimal organism. The other mode of inquiry proposed by a muscle does work. Most people will be ready to admit as velltrlCular.cavlt� of the bram and guarded the entrances to the mo�or 

M h 'fi ' f h' .. 1 . f h 'd f h' h f '1'· f h 1 tubes. Thrs cavllY was supposed to be kept constantly charged wUh 1 ayeI', t. e ven catIOn 0 IS pnnclp e 1n respect 0 t e eV1 ence 0 t 1S, t e ami lar act t at we warm ourse ves •. animal spirits" furnisbed to it from tbe heart by arteries specJaJly des .. work-doing mechanism-that is to say, in respect of muscle by exertion. This is in reality no proof at all. tined for the p!,rpose_. Any " incitation" of the surface of I-he booy by 
taken separately-has been pursued with equal perseverance j The proof is obtained when a muscle being set to

. 
erllltract an external ohJect wI!rch affectF! the organ� of sense does "?, accordmg t!J 

d.' , . 1 d . h . f .. b d h h' . .  b - ' Descartes by producmg a motwn at the lDClted part. ThIS IS commumUllllg tue ast twenty years, an Wit greater succe8s, or It IS 0 serve t at at eac contractIOn It ecome, warmer. cated to [he pore by the thread, and causes it to open, rhe consequence of in experimenting on a separate organ, which has no other I In such an experiment. if the heat capacity of muscle is which is that the" animal spirit" contained in the ventricul�r cavitL functions excepting those which are in question it is pos- I known the weight of the particular muscle and the in- �n�ers tbe tube and is conveyed by it to tb� various muscles WIth wh,c . . . .. . 'd' 1 ' f . ' f It IS connected. 80 as to produce the appropriate motions.  Tbe whole ByS-Sible to e! l!llmate uncertalDtIes whleh are unayOi ab e when crease 0 temperature, we have the quantity 0 heat pro- tem, although it was placed under the supervision of the" ame raison. the cODtiItlOns of the problem are more compltcated. Before 

I 
duced. alJle," which had its office in the pineal gland, was capable of working in

I attempt to sketch the results of these experiments, I must If you determine these data ill respect of a series of con- dependently. As instances of this mechmllsm pescarte. gives the with· 
- - . tractions arranging the experiments so that the work done dra�al of th� foot on .the approac.h ?f hot objects, tbe actions of SWill-

* Bidder lind Schmidt "Die Verdauungss!lfte lind der Stoffwechsel'" h' . , d d . d' t 1 th 10wlDg, yawnm�,coughrng, etc. As It 18 necessary thatrn the'performance 
Leipsic 1852 

' , lID eac contractIOn IS measure , an Imme la e y ereupon of these complicated motions, the muscles concerned should cont ract in suc-, . . .  . . . i __ � .. _____ cession. provision is made for this in the construction of the systems of t Pettenkofer and V OIt, Ze�t8chr. f. BwlofTIe, passrm, 1866-80. I tube. which represent the motor nerves. The weakness of the scheme :J: Henneberg and Stohmann, .. Beitrage zur Begrfindung einer rationel- I * Ludwig's 1Irst important research on this subject was published in lies in the absence of fact b6sis. Neither threads nor pores nor tubes 
len Futterung der Wiederkiluer," Bruns'wick and GOttingen, 1860-70. 18 .�. have any existence. 
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The same year that J. R. Mayer published his memorable of requiring food or of seeking it, has no mo�ive for moving I and that as time goes on the practice of medicine will 
essay, it was discovered by E. H. Weber that, in the vagus from the place it happens to occupy, emits no utterance of gradually come more and more under the influence of 
nerve, which springs from the medulla oblongata and pro- pleasure or distress. Its life processes continue so long as I scientific knowledge. That this change is already in pro
ceeds therefrom to the heart, there exist channels of influence material remains, and are regulated mechanically. ' gress we have abundant evidence. We need make no 
by which the medulla acts on that wonderful muscular To undPrstand this all that is necessary is to extend the effort to basten the process, for we may be quite 
mechanism. Almost at the same time with this, a series of considerations which have been suggested to us in our very sure that, as soon as science is competent to dictate, art will 
discoveries* were made relating to the circulation, which, cursory study of the nervous mechanism by which t.he work- be ready to obey. 
taken together, must be regarded as of equal importance ing of the heart and of arteries is governed, to those of loco- ---------

with the original discovery of Harvey. First, it was found motion and voice. Both of these we know, on experimental 
by Henle that the arterial blood-vessels by which blood is evidence similar to that which enables us to localize the RABIES-A POSSIBLE CAUSE AND A PROBABLE 
distributed to brain, nerve, muscle, gland, and other organs, vascular center, to be regulated by a center of the same kind. PREVENTIVE. 
are provided with muscular walls like those of the heart If the behavior of the brainless frog is so natural that even 
itself, by the contraction or dilatation of which the supply is the careful and intelligent observer finds it difficlllt to By L. L. DORR, M, D"  San Francisco. 

increased or diminished according to the requirements of attribute it to anything less than intelligence, let us ask our- IT is probably owing to the great obscurity that surrounds 
the particular organ. Secondly, it was discovered simul- selves whether the chief reason of the difficulty does not lie the etiology, pathology, and treatment of rabies that it is 
taneously, but independcntly, by Brown-Sequard and Augus- in this, that the motions in question are habitually performed exciting so much study. Taking these divisions of the sub
tus Waller, that these arteries are connected by nervous intelligently and consciously. Regarded as mere mechan- ject up inversely, it may be remarked that experience in the 
channels of influence with the brain and spinal cord, just as isms, those of locomotion are no doubt more complicated treatment of this terrible disease has thus far furnished no 
the heart is. Thirdly, it was demonstrated by Bernard that than those of respiration or circulation. but the difference is favorable results. In this respect there has been less accom· 
what may be called the heart· managing channels spring one of degree, not of kind. And if the respiratory plished than in the case of any disease known to both ancient 
from a small spot of gray substltnce in the medulla ob- movements are so controlled and regulated by the automatic and modern times. In the few cases chronicled as cured 
longata, which we now call the " heart-center;" and a little cen ter which governs them, that they adapt themselves per- there have invariably been good grounds to question the 
later by Schiff, that the artery-regulating channels spring fectly to the varying requirements of the organism, there is diagnosis ; for in a perhaps purely nervous disease like this 
from a similar head-central office, also situated in the me- no reason why we should hesitate in attributing to the cen- there is plenty of room for exercising the imagination both 
dulla oblongata, but higher up, and from subordinate cen- ters which preside over locomotion powers which are some- of the patient and of the physician. It is safe to say that in 
lers in the spinal cord. what more extended. no case of undoubted rabies has death failed to result 

If I had the whole day at my disposal and your patience But perhaps the quesll0n has already presented itself to speedily, and that there is no known cure. 
were inexhaustible, I mIght attempt to give an outline of your minds, What does all this come to? Admitting that Of the pathology, we have none that is recognized by the 
the is�ues to which these five discoveries have led. As it is we are able to prove (1) that in the animal body, product is general profession. Whether it is primarily a disease of the 
I must limit myself to a brief di�cussion of their relations always proportional to proce's; and (2), as I have endeavored blood, which sooner or later affects the nervous system, or 
to each other, in order that we may learn something from to show you in the second part of my discourse, that whether the effects are exerted directly on the nervous 
them as to the nature of automatic acti')ll. Descartes' dream of animal automatism has he en realized, system, is not known. Both systems seem to be the theater 

Sir Isaac Newton, who, although he k new nothing about what have we learnt thereby? Is it true that the work of the disease in man. No contusion or rupture of the skin 
the structure of nerves, made some shrewd forecasts about of the last generation is worth more than that of preceding can occur but there is of course more or less of an impres
their action, attributed to those which are connected with ones? sion on the nerves ; but it seems to be necessary that the 
muscles an alternative function. He thought that by means If I only desired to convince you that during the last half- poisonous saliva shall reach the absorbents to produce the 
of motor nerves the brain could determine either relaxation century there has been a greater accession of knowledge effects, and then it is a comparatively few who are bitten by 
or contraction of muscles. Now, as regards ol'dinar� mus- about the function of the living organism than duri I Ig  the I a really rabid animal who take the disease. Injury of the 
cles, we know that this is noL the case. We can WIll only previous one, I might arrange here in a small heap at one peripheral nerves, when there is no possibility of the wound 
the shortening of a mu;;cle, not its lengthening. When end of the table the physiological works of the Hunters, being poisoned, may produce tetanus, a disease much resem
Brown-Sequard discovered the function of the motor nerves Spallanzani, Fontana, Thomas Young, Benjamin Brodie, bling rabies. A comparison of these two diseases shows 
of the blood-vessels, he assumed th'1t the same limitation Charles Bell, and others, and then proceed to cover the rest of that the history is similar, the symptoms being markedly 
was applicable to it as to that of muscular nerves in general. it with the records of original research on physiological sub- alike in many respects, and the results of treatment in most 
It was soon found, however, t.hat this assumption was not jects since 1831. I should find that, even if I included only instanres not much different, for Dr. O'Beirne, of Dublin, 
true in all cases-that there were certain instances in which, genuine work, I should have to heap my tallle up to the witnessed two hundred cases of tetanus without a single re
when the vascular nerves were interfered with, dilatation of ceiling. But I apprehend this would not give us a true covery. It may be that rallies is a form of tetanus, but that 
the blood-vessels, consequent on relaxation of their mus- answer to our question. Although, e�ymologically, science the special poison has a particular affinity for the nerves 
cles, took place ; and that, in fact, the nervous mechanism and knowledge mean tbe same thing, their real meaning is governing the muscles connected with the acts of degluti
by which the circulation is regulated is a highly·complicated different. By science we mean, first of all, that knowledge tion and respiration. There are poisons that produce ana· 
one, of which the best that we can say is that it is perfectly which enables us to !lort the things known according to their logous peculiar anri special efft'cts. Dr. A. Flint, Jr. , says : 
adapted to its purpose. For While every organ is supplied true relations. On this ground we call Haller the father of " Woorara, a poison, has the remarkable property of para· 
with muscular arteries, and every artery with vascular physiology, because, regardless of existing theories, he lyzing the motor nerves, but leavillg the nerves of sensation 
nerves, the influence w hich these transmit is here relaxing, brought together into a system all that was then known by intact." This drug has been used in the treatment of both 
there constricting, according (1) to the function which the observation or experiment as to the processes of the living tetanus and rahies for these reasons, but with no marked 
organ is called up9n to discharge ; and (2) the degree of its body. results. Cantharis has a special effect on the mucous mem
activity at the time. At the same time the whole mechan- But in the " Elementa Physiologire " we have rather branes of most persons, and it may kill if the dose is suffi
ism is con trolled hy one and the same central office, the that out of which science springs than science itself. Science ciently large. There are many drugs, of ve�etable and 
locality of which we can determine w ith exactitude by ex- can hardly be said to begin until we have by experiment mineral origin, that have special effects on certam organs. 
periment on the living animal, notwithstanding that its acquired such a knowledge of the relation between events The symptoms of rahies are well known and generally 
structure affords no indication whatever of its fitness for and their antecedents, between processes and their products, unmistakable to an unprejudiced mind; but unlil we more 
the function it is destined to fulfill. To judge of the com- that in our own sphere we are able to forecast the operations fully understand the cames we cannot cxpect to prevent 
plicated nature of this function we need only consider that of nature, even when they 1ie beyond the reach of direct this malady. The Aame may be said of the pathology; for 
In no single organ of the body is the supply of blood re- observation. I would accordingly claim for physiology a until we understand the pathology, especially during its in· 
quired always the same. The brain is during one hour hard place in the sisterhood of the sciences, not because so large cubation, we cannot expect to treat the complaint intelli
at work, during the next hour asleep; the muscles are at a number of new facts have been brought to light, but gently or successfully. But little has been said of the 
one moment in severe exercise, the next in complete repose; because she has in her measure acquired that gift of pre- etiology in all that has been published of late on this sub· 
the liver, w hich before a meal is inactive, during the pro- vision which has been long enjoyed by the higher branches jert, and when the patholo� and treatment have reached a 
cess of digestion is turgid with blood, and busily engaged of natural philosophy. In illustration of this I have non-progressi ve stage, it is tIme-not to abandon them-but 
in the chemical work which belongs to i t .  For all these endeavored to show you that every step of the 1aborious in- to direct the attention of thinking people to the cause, that 
vicissitudes the tract of gray substance which we call the vestigations undertaken during the last thirty years as to steps may bc taken for prevention ; and there is something 
vascular center has to provide. Like a skillful steward of the process of nutrition, has been inspired by the previsions to be said on this point. We are not satisfied to sit down 
the animal household, it has, so to speak, to exercise perfect of J. R. Mayer, and that what we have learnt with so much and say, " What cannot be cured must be endured ;" for 
and unfailing foresight, in order that the nutritive material labor by experiments on animals is but the realization of con- what cannot be cured in medicine must be prevented, says 
which serves as the oil of life for the maintenance of each ceptions which existed two hundred years ago in the mind modern science. In recent medicine it is possible that the 
vital process, may not be wanting. The fact that this won- of Descartes as to the mechanism of the nervous system. If prevention of disease has done more to prolong human life 
derful function is localized in a particular bit of gray sub- I wanted another example I might find it in the previsions than therapeutics, whether based Oil pathology or not. It 
stance is what is meant by the expression " automatic ac- of Dr. Thomas Young as to the mechanism of the circula- may be that surh will be the case with rabies ; and that in 
tion of a center." tion, which for thirty years were utterly disregarded, until, the absence of any cure, and with certain death in prospect, 

But up to this point we have lo')ked at the subject from at the epoch to which I have so often adverted, they received the grain of prevention may be of great value. As in stances 
one side only. their full justification from the experimental investigations where progress has been made by adopting this line of de-

No state ever existed of which the administration was ex- of Ludwig. fense, It is only necessary to mention the management to-
clusively executive-no government which wa�, if I But pm·haps it will occur to some one that if physiology day of yellow fever, cholera, small pox, etc. For these in
may be excused the expression, absolutely absolute. founds her cl�im to be regarded as a science on her :power fectio-contagious diseases there are no cures, but we see 
If in the animal organism we impose on a cen- of anticipating the results of her own experiments, it IS UII- how much can be accomplished by prevention ; which in 
ter the responsibility of governing a particular mechan- necessary to make experiments at all. Although this objec- fact is almost total annihilation. How can these arguments 
ism or process, independently of direction from above, tion has been frequently heard lately from certain persons be applied to r'1bies ? 
we must give that center the means of being itself who call themselves philosophers, it is not very likely to be The P088zble Gause.-In a study of the natural history of 
influenced by what is going on in all parts of its area made seriously here. The answer is, that it is contrary to the dog we find that he is an animal existing in nearly every
of government. In other words, it is essential that there experience. Although we work in the certainty that every country of the world, both in the wild and in the domestl
should be channels of information passing inward, as that experimental result will come out in accordance with great cated condition. He is indigenous to nearly all lands. The 
there should be channels of influence passing out.ward. princi ples (such as the principle that every plant or animal theory that the dog is a descendant from the wolf is not 
Now, what is the nature of these channels of information? IS both, as regards form and function, the outcome of its tenable. 
Experiment has taught us not merely with reference to the past and present conditions, and that in every vital process Rabies has been known alllong dogs as far back as history 
regulation of the circulation, but with reference to all other the same relations obtain between expenditure and product speaks of them. It is also found that it has prevailed most 
automatic mechanisms, that they are as various in their as hold outside of the organism), these principles do little in the most thickly-settled countries, and those having the 
adaptation as the outgoing channels of influence. Thus the more for us than indicate the direction in which we are to most intimate and constant communication with otber 
vascular center in the medulla oblongata is so cognizant of proceed. The h istory of science teaches us that a general nations; and from those peoples it can be traced just in pro
the chemical condition of the blood which flows through it, principle is like a ripe seed, which may remain useless and portion as they made discoveries and conquests of other 
that. if too much carbonic acid gas is contained in it, the inactive for an indefinite period, until the conditions favor- land s ;  for wherever civilized man has gone he has taken 
center acts on information of the fact, so as to increase the able to its germination come into existence. Thus the con- dogs, and in those lands rabies has then appeared, and not 
velocity of the blood-stream, and so promote the arterializa- ditions for which the theory of animal automatism of until then. 
tion of the blood. Still more strikingly is this adaptation Descartes had to wait two centuries, were (I) the acquire- In the Mauritius Islands it was not known un til 1 821, 
seen in the arrangement by which the balance of pressure ment of an adequate knowledge of the structure of the animal when it appeared soon after a dog arri ved there on an Eng. 
and resistance in the blood-ves8els is regulated. The heart, organism, and (2) the development of the s�iences of physics lish ship from Bengal. It is not mentioned whether this 
that wonderful muscular machine by which the circula and chemistry ; for at no earlier moment were these sciences dog was allowed intercourse w ith the native dogs, thereby 
tion is maintained, is connected with the center, as if hy competent to furnish either the knowledge or the methods giving opportuni ty for generating or spreading the disease 
two telegraph wires-one of which is a channel of influence, necessary for its experimental realization ; and for a reason , by contagion, but it is presumed the greatest liberty existed. 
the other of information. By the latter the engineer who precisely similat Young's theory of the circulation was dis- I In Labrador, Lilleria, Australia, Van Diemen's Land, and 
has charge of that machine sends information to headquarters regarded for thirty yearS". I New Zealand, places in but comparatively slight communi
whenever the strain on his machine is excessive, the certain I trust that the examples I have placed before you to-day · cation with the rest of the world, rabies is seldom if ever 
response to which is relaxation of the arteries and diminu- may have been sufficient to show that the investigators who heard of. In relation to Greenland, heretofore reckoned in 
tion of pressure. By the former he is enabled to adapt its are now working with such earnestness in all parts of the the list, Professor Agnew says, in bis recent " Surgery : " 
rate of working to the work it has to do, world for the advance of physiology, have before tbem a " In 1863 it prevailed to snch an extent in Northern Green-

If Dr. Whytt, instead of cutting off the head of his frog, detinite and well-understood purpose, that purpose being to land as to destroy all the dogs in certain loealities." It 
had removed only its brain-i. e. , the organ of thought and acquire an exact knowledge of the chemical and physical . must be remembered that communication with Greenland is 
consciousness-he would have been more astonished than he processes of animal life. and of the self-acting machinery by I getting more and mom frequent, and that the Esquimau 
actually was at the result ;  for a frog so conditioned exhibits, which they are regulated for the general good of the ! dog is said to be fast crossing with the wolf. Erichsen says : 
as regards it� bodily movements, as perfect adaptiveness as organism. The more singly and straightforwardly we direct I " Rabies is not known in Cen tral Africa in any animals. " 
a normal frog. But very little careful observation is suffi- our efforts to these end�, the sooner we shall attain to the As _regards China and Japan, countries notably exclusive 
cient to show the difference. Being incapable of the sim· still higher purpose-the effectual application of our know- I of both men and animals from foreign lands, and where they 
plest mental acts, this true animal automation has no notion ledge for the increase of human happiness. I have mostly one breed of dogs, rabies is seldom heard of. 
----- --------------------- 1 The science of physiology has already afforded her aid to ! Authorities differ, however, in this respect. Dr. H. W 

* The dates of the discoveries relating to tbis subject here referred to are ' the art of medicine in furnishing her with a vast store of I' Boone, surgeon in charge of St . •  Tohn's College, Shanghai, 
as follows: Mllsclllar Structure of Arter!es, Henle. 1841 ; Function of Car- .  knowledge obtained by the experimental investigation of the Ohina, writing under date of JUlle 28, 1881, says : " 'rhe 
dlac Vagus. E. H. Weber, 1845; ConstrlCtlllg Nerves of Arteries. Brown- action of remedies and of the causes of disease These inves- . ordi nary Chinese dog is large sort of half-wolf_ like Indian Sequard, 1852, Aug. Waller. 1853; Cardiac Center. Bernard, 1858; Vascular • • . • • ,. I .  ' . ' 
Center SchdI, 1858; Dilating Nerves, �chiff, 18;4; Eckhllrd, 1864; Loven, h�atIOns are now bemg carned on III all parts of the world : or EsqUlmau dogs, but they have small Pekm pugs and 
1866. 'of the more rec.ent resea�ch�s b:r which the f,!rtber elucidation of WIth great diligence, so that we may confidently anticipate small Canton dogs. Chinese dogs occasionally cross with 
th� mechamsm by which tbe distributiOn of blood IS adapted to the re- that during the next generation the progress of pathology European dogs but onlv at the few open ports The pure qUirements of each organ the most Important are thOlie ot Ludwig and . . • . • • ' J • • •

• 

liis pupils and of Heidenhain. WIll be as rapId as that of phYSIOlogy has been In the past, OhInese dogs have hydrophobIa, and dId so III early days 
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